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Design Approach
She Loves Me (1963) by Masteroff, Harnick and Bock is a romantic 
comedy about two clerks in a perfumerie that, despite constant 
quarreling, fall madly in love. Our costumes will be drawn from the 
early 1930’s and be a beautiful mixture of colors and silhouettes based 
on 1930’s perfume bottles. 



PaletteLeon Bakst Scenic Design for 'Scheherazade'
1910

Art Nouveau Perfume Ad





Arpad Lazlo



Arpad Lazlo



Ladislav Sipos



Ladislav Sipos



Ilona Ritter



Ilona Ritter-Day 1

Ilona
Ilona has a fun flirty style with movement and 
pattern. She is energetic and realistic and I would 
like her costumes to reflect that. Ilona has her own 
arc- she is in love with Kodaly and enters in this 
fun and somewhat youthful ensemble.  As she 
realizes she has been taken for a ride, she dresses 
more austere fashion but continues to be her fun 
quirky self.  She adds a coat and scarf to this look;. 



Ilona Ritter- Day 2

Ilona
Here her silhouette is a bit more mature but she has
A quirky styling element like a tucked in tie or scarf 
To look like a tie. Her overskirt is bias and flows. This could
also be long sleeve like the research- just cheated a bit 
shorter in the hem length to continue to give her a 
youthful look. She can add a cute sweater for Christmas.



Steven Kodaly



Steven Kodaly



Mr. Maraczek



Mr. Maraczek



Georg Nowak



Georg Nowak



Amalia vs Ilona



Amalia Balash- Interview & Act 1



Amalia Balash- Interview & Act 1

Amalia enters in a smart suit that is dressed
down by the fact that the skirt is really a dress/jumper.
She removes her hat, and later 
her jacket to be in her skirt and jumper.  There 
should be cool style lines in the jumper that will 
remind us of the quirky but adult style of the 
early 30’s. By starting out in a structured
silhouette we will  soften her in less structured 
and softer lines. Hair is just a place-holder!

Idea 1



Amalia Balash- Interview & Act 1

Amalia enters in a smart suit that is dressed
down by the fact that she has a knit blouse
underneath. She removes her hat, and later 
her jacket to be in her skirt and blouse.  There 
should be cool style lines in the suit that will 
remind us of the quirky but adult style of the 
early 30’s. By starting out in a structured
silhouette we will  soften her in less structured 
and softer lines. Hair is just a place-holder!

Idea 2



Amalia Balash



Amalia Balash-cafe

Light and Airy- idea 1

This softer silhouette plays on 
Amalia’s vulnerability in this
scene. The gown is of knife-pleated 
chiffon overlayed on a 
lining. I think she could wear this 
to work and look dressed up
but not too dressy for work. We 
will add a work smock/apron 
over this look as well, as they are in 
the workroom.  She will 
ad a jacket and hat to leave.  



Amalia Balash- cafe

Hungarian Nod- idea 2

This is a suit that has some embroidery on the jacket as a\
nod to their Hungarian heritage. It is cute and dressed up
but in comparison to the customers will not be a dressy 
and expensive as their costumes. The jacket can come off
and revels a sleeveless dress underneath. This could be 
something the actress could play with as she gets 
Progressively more drunk?
She would also have a coat and hat when she leaves the 
Perfumerie.  



Amalia Balash



Amalia Balash- Ice Cream

Pajamas and Robe
Amalia has a matching set of pajamas but I do not 
think her robe has to match. It should be cute, but
she is not wealthy and doesn’t need to match. She
lace at the neck, center front, and sleeves to soften 
her a bit. 



Amalia Balash- Act 2

Act 2 Look- Christmas

Amalia is softer but has grown through the process
of being in imaginary love vs really falling for 
Goerg, an actual person. She will be in the skirt/blouse
combination but have a softer blouse and no jumper-
giving her a “grown up” look. More research 
on the way for this one. AND a drawing! I don’t 
suspect this will be a build.



Keller



The Work Room



The Work Room



Waiter 



Busboy

Langston 
Hughes dressed 

as busboy



Customers



Nurse



Carolers



Coats


